Faculty Presentations at professional conferences April 2008 through April 2009

(Not including works presented on campus or presentations not made at academic conferences)

Biology

**Booth, C. E.** Poster presentation, Gordon Research Conference on Biominalization, August 2008, New London, NH Co-authored with Dr. Henry Schwarcz, McMaster University

**Lambert, A.M.** Biology, Origin, and Current Range of Common Reed (*Phragmites australis*). Western Society of Weed Scientists Annual Meeting, Anaheim, CA.


**Straub, J.A.** and R. Nishi. 2008. Administration of BDNF to TrkB-expressing chicken sympathetic neurons at E6.5 causes an increase in the number of VIP-expressing neurons at E15. *Society for Neuroscience 38th Annual Meeting*, Washington, DC.


Business Administration:

**Cavarkapa, B.** “Challenges of Teaching Courses Abroad” Intl. Academy of Business Disc. 4/09.

**Cavarkapa, B.** Digital Marketing 2.0 AEDEM 6/2009.


Liu, W. “Forecasting Exchange Rate Change by Using DNA computing and Fuzzy Logic”, the CSU Faculty Research Conference on April 4th, 2009.


Communication Department:


Matthews, D. Panel Organizer and Presenter: Video and the Liberal Arts. Broadcast Education Association (BEA) Region 1 Conference, NY, NY Nov. 08

Matthews, D. Panel Organizer and Presenter: Riding the Creative Chaos: Mentoring Students through the Documentary Process, BEA National Conference Las Vegas, NV, April 09.


Utterback, A. Copyright Theory. Invited panel presentation at the 54th Annual Meeting of the Broadcast Education Association, Las Vegas, NV, 2009 April.

Computer Science Department:


Economics Department:

Brown, J. “Differences in Expected Starting Salaries by Gender and Race of Bachelor Degree Recipients in Connecticut: A Panel Study” (with Rhona Free and Maryanne Clifford), Eastern Economic Association Annual Conference (February 28, 2009)

Brown, J. “Hispanic Bachelor’s Degree Recipients in Connecticut: Effects of Major Field of Study on Expected Starting Salaries” (with Maryanne Clifford and Rhona Free), Eastern Economic Association Annual Conference (March 1, 2009)

Brown, J. “The Distributional Impacts of Climate Change: Effects from Geographic Variation” (with Fred Loxsom and Mary Curran), Southern Economic Association Annual Conference (November 22, 2009)

Brown, J. “Differences in Expected Starting Salaries by Gender and Race of Bachelor Degree Recipients in Connecticut: A Panel Study” (with Rhona Free and Maryanne Clifford), Southern Economic Association Annual Conference (November 22, 2009)

Clifford, M. Differences in Expected Starting Salaries by Gender and Race of Bachelor Degree Recipients in Connecticut: A Panel Study” (with Rhona Free and Jennifer Brown), Eastern Economic Association Annual Conference (February 28, 2009)

Clifford, M. “Hispanic Bachelor’s Degree Recipients in Connecticut: Effects of Major Field of Study on Expected Starting Salaries” (with Jennifer Brown and Rhona Free), Eastern Economic Association Annual Conference (March 1, 2009)

Clifford, M. “Differences in Expected Starting Salaries by Gender and Race of Bachelor Degree Recipients in Connecticut: A Panel Study” (with Rhona Free and Jennifer Brown), Southern Economic Association Annual Conference (November 22, 2009)

Clifford, M. “Transmitting Spillovers to Industries” (with Robert Quinn), Southern Economic Association Annual Conference (November 22, 2009)

Pachis, D. Moderated (and presented) a session titled K-16 Articulation: The Issues at the annual 2009 New England Forum of the College Board

Education Department:


Monroe, B. W. “CT’s Reading Test for Elementary Teacher Certification: Meeting the Challenge.” Poster presentation with Dr. Maureen Ruby at the CSU Assessment of Learning for Educational Improvement Conference, Willimantic, CT, April 2009.


Ruby, M. F., Monroe, B. (2009, February). *Assessment and Data Disconnect in Early Reading Instruction;* Pacific Coast Research Conference; San Diego, California.


**English Department:**


Chirico, M. "Critical Eye: Education Event at the Hartford Stage." Leading Educators in a workshop on the main-stage production of *Noises Off: May 2, 2009*

Donaghy, D. DeSales University, Center Valley, PA. April 8, 2009

Donaghy, D. The Arts Café, Mystic, CT. Friday, March 20, 2009
Donaghy, D. Corleone’s Café, Willimantic, CT. September 17, 2008

Fraustino, L. R. “Disney’s Bloodless Women, presented at Children’s Literature Association Annual Convention, Normal, Illinois (June 2008)

Fraustino, L. R. “Twitterpated Ladies: Disney’s Seduction of Girls into Motherhood through Three Waves of Feminism” accepted for Children’s Literature Association Annual Convention, Charlotte, NC (June 2009)


Health and Physical Education:


Chatterton, C. 2008 CT Legislative Forum on Childhood Obesity – panelist


Switchenko, D. CIAC Leadership Conference – 600 student-athletes from Connecticut

Switchenko, D M.I.A.A. Sportsmanship Summit, Gillette Stadium – 1200 student-athletes from Massachusetts

Switchenko, D 27 presentations to High Schools and Universities throughout New England. Topics included: The Effects of Substance Abuse Upon Academic and Athletic Performance; Leadership; Ingredients for Success; The Application of Exercise to Interscholastic Sports; Being the Best.

**Tummers, N.** *Federal Mandated Wellness Policies Implementation.* Workshop presenter at the St Lawrence New York Health Imitative Wellness Summit, February 2009.


**History Department:**


**Ann R. Higginbotham** “Stopping the Clock: Flexibility and Gender Equity in Academic Life,” Louisiana State University Faculty Enrichment Series, March 2009

**Jamel Ostwald,** Guest lecturer and Faculty Development Seminar speaker at West Point Military Academy (4/14/2009).


**Emil Pocock,** “Polish Residents in Willimantic: From the Manuscript Census, 1900-1930.” Polish American Historical Association (June 2008)

**Caitlin Stewart,** “Liberal American Protestants and the US—Israeli Alliance in the 1950s,” at the 2009 Annual Connecticut State University System Faculty Research Conference, Southern Connecticut State University, April 2009.

**Mathematics Department:**

**Anthony Aidoo,** Estimating reproductive numbers for a campus drinking model, Spring 2008 Meeting of Mathematical Association of America (Northeastern Section) May 2009.


**Marsha Davis,** Poster: Computer-Based Assessment of Students’ Algebraic Skills, Part II (with S. Keating, C. Yankov, and C. Gundlach), Sixth Annual CSU Assessment Conference, Eastern Connecticut State University, Willimantic, CT (April 2009).

**Marsha Davis,** Online Mathematics Assessment Using Maple T.A. at Eastern Connecticut State University (with S. Keating and C Yankov), International Conference on Technology in Collegiate Mathematics, New Orleans, LA (March 2009).


**Christina Gundlach,** Poster: Computer-Based Assessment of Students’ Algebraic Skills, Part II (with M. Davis, S. Keating, and C. Yankov), *Sixth Annual CSU Assessment Conference,* Eastern Connecticut State University, Willimantic, CT (April 2009).

**Johnson, Pete.** What are we developing? The role and purpose of developmental mathematics education. Paper accepted for presentation at the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Regional Conference and Exposition, Boston, MA, October 22, 2009.

**Salvatrice Keating,** Poster: Computer-Based Assessment of Students’ Algebraic Skills, Part II (with M. Davis, C. Yankov, and C. Gundlach), Sixth Annual CSU Assessment Conference, Eastern Connecticut State University, Willimantic, CT (April 2009).


**Christian Yankov,** Poster: Computer-Based Assessment of Students’ Algebraic Skills, Part II (with M. Davis, S. Keating, and C. Gundlach), Sixth Annual CSU Assessment Conference, Eastern Connecticut State University, Willimantic, CT (April 2009).


**Performing Arts Department:**

**Anthony Cornicello,** Panel Discussion as part of Composer in Residence at William Paterson University, 3/5/09.

**Anthony Cornicello,** Presentation on my compositions, Connecticut College, 5/7/09.

**Anthony Cornicello,** COMMISSIONS: *Janaka Blast,* commissioned by Peter Jarvis in 2008, for a 2009 premiere.

**Richard Jones-Bamman:** “Breathing New Life into Our Old Songs” paper presented to the Society for Ethnomusicology’s annual meeting, October 2009

**Richard Jones-Bamman:** “From ‘I’m a Lapp’ to ‘I am Sámi’: Historical and Contemporary Challenges to Sámi Identity.” Guest lecture, St. Olaf College, April 2009.

**David Pellegrini:** Conf. Paper: “Screenplay-as-Performance Text: Spatiotemporal Dynamics & Hypermediacy” Comparative Drama Conference


**Chase Rozelle.** Workshop Session - “Getting Your Start as A Designer or Technician” Region 1 Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival

**Physical Science Department:**

**Russell Sampson:** Training Future Planetarium Workers, A New Minor in Astronomy Outreach and Public Presentation, Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society meeting, May 2008

**Charles Wynn:** Presented “The James Randi Million Dollar Prize” at Texas A & M International Univ in Laredo.

**Political Science, Philosophy and Geography:**


William M. Salka. Chair, Ethnic Identity and Cultural Influences, Eleventh Annual Faculty CSU Research Conference, March 29, 2008


Christopher Vasillopulos. “Turkish-American Relations and the Battered Spouse Syndrome,” lecture at Tobb University, Ankara, November 21, 2007

Christopher Vasillopulos. “Nationalism and Imperialism in the Middle East,” Eleventh Annual Faculty CSU Research Conference, March 29. 2008

Christopher Vasillopulos. Chair, Ethnic Identity and Cultural Influences, Eleventh Annual Faculty CSU Research Conference, March 29, 2008

Christopher Vasillopulos. Education: Aristotle and His Cousins,” Third International Bilingual Seminar, Olympia Greece, August 9, 2008


Psychology Department:


Everton, W. J. (April, 2009). Invited panel member for Sharing teaching ideas among undergraduate I/O instructors presented at the 24th Annual Conference of the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology, New Orleans, LA.


Social Work Department:

Matthews-Armstead, E. Integrating clinical understanding and reflective supervision in support of worker application of Healthy Family New York Model. HFNY: Home visiting Training Institute, Hobart & Williams Smith College, Geneva NY
Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work:


**Hochschild, T.** “Three’s a Crowd?: The Nader Vote in the 2000 Presidential election and Metropolitan Areas.” Presented at the Southwestern Political Science Association’s annual meeting in Denver, CO. on April 11th.

**Lugo, W.** February 2009 “Manufacturing Consent: Promoting U.S. Foreign Policy in the Video Game Industry” Plenary Speaker : American Conference for Academic Disciplines


**Parsons, Nicholas.** 2008. “A Tale of Two Stimulants: Crack Cocaine and Methamphetamine Coverage in Time and Newsweek.” Presentation at annual meeting of the American Society of Criminology, St. Louis, November.

**Perez, Ricardo:** Sustainable Tourism Development and Environmental Policy in Cuba: Assessing its Results, Considering its Future. To be delivered at the International Conference, The Measure of a Revolution: Cuba, 1959-2009, to be held at Queens University, Kingston, Ontario (Canada), May 7-9, 2009

**Perez, Ricardo:** *Turismo y Medioambiente: Perspectiva comparada del caso actual de Cuba y Puerto Rico*. To be delivered at the 28th Latin American Studies Association (LASA) Congress in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil on June 11-14, 2009


**Russell, James W** "Barack Obama and the Culture of Race in the United States," Conflict in Identities, Identities in conflict Conference, University of Masaryk, Brno, Czech Republic, October 17, 2008.
Wolf, Robert J—Poster session with Andrew Nilsson – “Improving completion in the social work major” at the 6th annual CSU Assessment Conference.

Visual Arts Department:

Aguirre, M. ‘Roberto Longhi, Giorgio Morandi and the 1966 Biennale’ at the Festival d’arte contemporaneo, Faenza, Italy, April 19, 2009

Arroyo, I., Spring 2009 The World in Our Art Windsor Art Center at the Freight House (Panel Discussion 4/18)

Arroyo, I., Contemporary Encaustic Curtis R. Harley Art Gallery, University of South Carolina, Spartanburg, SC (Presentation 3/5)

Arroyo, I., Fall 2008 (an) OTHER Show: Selected works by Artists of Color from Connecticut State University Faculty (Panel Discussion 11/08) University Galleries, Central Connecticut State University, New Britain, CT


Bistanz, J. 2009 WNPR Faith Middleton Show • Radio Interview, Standing Ovation

Bistanz, J. 2009 MungBeing • online Art Magazine • Love Issue

Bistanz, J. I’ll Take Romance, painting – visual art section

Bistanz, J. Latin Lover, original composition – music section

Bistanz, J. 2008 Living with the Brakes Off – e-zine – Lin Schriber – Signs of Life

Bistanz, J. 2008 Journal Inquirer – Faces in the Crowd, True Life Story

Bistanz, J. 2008 Hartford Courant – Professor’s Art on Display in NYC, True Life Story

Bistanz, J. 2008 Pittsfield Cultural Council – Public Art Walking Tour – Signs of Life featured project

Butler, S. “Louise Fishman at Cheim & Read,” The Brooklyn Rail, May 2009


Butler, S. “The Artworld on Facebook: A Primer” The Brooklyn Rail, March 2009

Butler, S. “Moving Beyond ObamArt,” The Brooklyn Rail, February 2009


Lennox, T. CSUS Faculty Research Conference: CT Forum on Careers in the Arts for People with Disabilities—history and “next steps” opportunities for CT higher education.

Liu, Q. Visiting artist & Class critic at College of Design, Henan Institute of Science and Technology, Xinxiang, Henan Province, China, 9/29/08